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Why Learn about J2534?Why Learn about J2534?

Some manufacturers offer many Some manufacturers offer many 

capabilities beyond recapabilities beyond re--flashingflashing

Many issues can only be fixed with a reMany issues can only be fixed with a re--

flashflash

Getting started Getting started –– Things you should know Things you should know 



Capabilities Beyond ReCapabilities Beyond Re--flashingflashing



Future of OEM Scan ToolsFuture of OEM Scan Tools

Many manufacturers are planning on using Many manufacturers are planning on using 

J2534 as the interface for their next generation J2534 as the interface for their next generation 

OEM tools.OEM tools.

Legislation in Europe makes OEMLegislation in Europe makes OEM’’s provide res provide re--

flashing for ALL ECUflashing for ALL ECU’’s on their vehicles. This is s on their vehicles. This is 

trickling over into the U.S.trickling over into the U.S.

Handful of OEMHandful of OEM’’s already providing s already providing DEALER DEALER 

LEVELLEVEL software for use with a J2534 interface.software for use with a J2534 interface.



Diagnostics With J2534Diagnostics With J2534

Who offers Dealer level tooling?Who offers Dealer level tooling?

–– Toyota Toyota –– TechstreamTechstream

–– Volvo Volvo –– VIDAVIDA

–– Jaguar/Land Rover Jaguar/Land Rover –– IDS SDDIDS SDD

The above three also allow access to security The above three also allow access to security 
modules and key functions with a NASTF SDRMmodules and key functions with a NASTF SDRM

Who offers near dealer level tooling?Who offers near dealer level tooling?

–– BMW BMW –– ISTAISTA



What does this mean for Me?What does this mean for Me?

Gain access to Gain access to OEMOEM tooling that may have been tooling that may have been 
unun--accessible or to expensive previously. accessible or to expensive previously. 

Save time and money by keeping the job in Save time and money by keeping the job in 
house.house.

As profits grow, so does access to more OEM As profits grow, so does access to more OEM 
software subscriptions.software subscriptions.

More subscriptions allows you to bring more More subscriptions allows you to bring more 
vehicles into the shop.vehicles into the shop.



Expanded Business PotentialExpanded Business Potential

One tool can cover multiple brands for both One tool can cover multiple brands for both 
flashing and diagnostics.flashing and diagnostics.

Have access to OEM level tools with affordable Have access to OEM level tools with affordable 
short term subscriptions short term subscriptions –– no need to buy yearly no need to buy yearly 
updates. updates. 

The more brands you can confidently service, The more brands you can confidently service, 
the more cars you can bring for the bigger the more cars you can bring for the bigger 
tickets, and more in depth services.tickets, and more in depth services.



Who Offers ReWho Offers Re--Flashing with Flashing with 

J2534?J2534?
All manufacturers who sell more than 5000 cars per year All manufacturers who sell more than 5000 cars per year 
in the U.S.in the U.S.

Must provide update capability for emissions controllers, Must provide update capability for emissions controllers, 
i.e. Engine & Transmission.i.e. Engine & Transmission.

All vehicles sold in the U.S. since 2004.All vehicles sold in the U.S. since 2004.

Coverage previous to 2004 is voluntary.Coverage previous to 2004 is voluntary.

Euro 5 requires all module flashing through J2534 for Euro 5 requires all module flashing through J2534 for 
2010 and newer vehicles. Diagnostics developed at the 2010 and newer vehicles. Diagnostics developed at the 
same time. This means more OEM level subscriptions same time. This means more OEM level subscriptions 
will be available in the U.S. in the near future.will be available in the U.S. in the near future.



Many issues can only be fixed with Many issues can only be fixed with 

a rea re--flashflash



Some issues can only be fixed with Some issues can only be fixed with 

FlashingFlashing
Certain TSBs donCertain TSBs don’’t call for any parts, simply an t call for any parts, simply an 
update to the software in the ECM.update to the software in the ECM.
–– Always check TSBs first.Always check TSBs first.

–– Many drivability issues addressed by a reMany drivability issues addressed by a re--flash from flash from 
the OEMs.the OEMs.

Industry Experts say as many as 7 out of 10 Industry Experts say as many as 7 out of 10 
vehicles on the road have outdated calibrations.vehicles on the road have outdated calibrations.

ReRe--flashes addressing various issues were flashes addressing various issues were 
found for nearly every vehicle we searched for found for nearly every vehicle we searched for 
using a popular service information resourceusing a popular service information resource



TSB ExamplesTSB Examples

The following TSBs show different cases The following TSBs show different cases 

where rewhere re--flashing is required to solve an flashing is required to solve an 

issue.issue.

–– Reflash due to problem with DTC information.Reflash due to problem with DTC information.

–– Reflash to solve Idle issue.Reflash to solve Idle issue.

–– Reflash to cure poor running condition due to Reflash to cure poor running condition due to 

changes in fuel quality.changes in fuel quality.









Alternatives to ReAlternatives to Re--flashingflashing

Outsource reOutsource re--flash (dealer, mobile jobber) flash (dealer, mobile jobber) 

–– lost businesslost business

Buy OEM tooling Buy OEM tooling 

Turn the job awayTurn the job away

Physical issues may be fixed  by Physical issues may be fixed  by 

calibration update only calibration update only –– fixing only fixing only 

physical parts may result in vehicle rephysical parts may result in vehicle re--

turning to shop.turning to shop.



Getting StartedGetting Started



Logical ProcessLogical Process

ReRe--flashing is only part of a repair processflashing is only part of a repair process

Logical repair work flow:Logical repair work flow:

–– Diagnostics Diagnostics –– What is wrong with the vehicle?What is wrong with the vehicle?

–– Check repair informationCheck repair information

What is involved with the fix?What is involved with the fix?

Is there a reIs there a re--flash that addresses the problem?flash that addresses the problem?

What is involved in the reWhat is involved in the re--flash? (Extra procedures?)flash? (Extra procedures?)

–– ReRe--flash and complete any extra proceduresflash and complete any extra procedures

–– Vehicle repairedVehicle repaired



State of MindState of Mind

ReRe--flashing requires a clear state of mindflashing requires a clear state of mind

Impatient, angry, anxious, etc. technicians have Impatient, angry, anxious, etc. technicians have 
the highest rate of rethe highest rate of re--flash failure flash failure 

Be a continuous learnerBe a continuous learner
–– Take notes on new processes, software changes Take notes on new processes, software changes 

constantlyconstantly

–– New vehicle technologies are emerging dailyNew vehicle technologies are emerging daily

–– Seek additional training, learn from experience Seek additional training, learn from experience 
technicians and talk to other technicians who may technicians and talk to other technicians who may 
have the same questions you do.have the same questions you do.



Continued learningContinued learning

ReRe--flashing is not a Plug and Play processflashing is not a Plug and Play process

Different manufacturers have different reDifferent manufacturers have different re--

flashing processflashing process

Seek out and attend a course tailored to Seek out and attend a course tailored to 

rere--flashingflashing

Many reMany re--sources are available online. sources are available online. 



J2534 ResourcesJ2534 Resources

J2534 ToolboxJ2534 Toolbox
–– Specific OEM information Specific OEM information 

–– Current OEM IssuesCurrent OEM Issues

–– HowHow--to videosto videos

NASTFNASTF
–– Specific Manufacturer informationSpecific Manufacturer information

–– Security Professional documentation, licensing, etc.Security Professional documentation, licensing, etc.

J2534 Tool ManufacturersJ2534 Tool Manufacturers
–– Provide tool SupportProvide tool Support

–– Typically happy to pass information alongTypically happy to pass information along

Yourself!Yourself!
–– Take notes on new processesTake notes on new processes

–– Takes more time initially, saves exponentially more time in longTakes more time initially, saves exponentially more time in long runrun

–– Technical support may not be available for something you have doTechnical support may not be available for something you have done in ne in 
the past. the past. 



ReRe--Flashing Checklist:Flashing Checklist:

Power Supply connected to VehiclePower Supply connected to Vehicle

Current version of OEM software installedCurrent version of OEM software installed

Pass thru tool updated with most current Pass thru tool updated with most current 
driversdrivers

Screen Saver DisabledScreen Saver Disabled

Module ready to be replaced/module Module ready to be replaced/module 
already replaced (brand dependent)already replaced (brand dependent)

Security information/Keys available for Security information/Keys available for 
possible repossible re--learn.learn.



Checklist ContinuedChecklist ContinuedEE

LaptopsLaptops
Battery fully Charged/power supply plugged inBattery fully Charged/power supply plugged in

Power management profile set to not power down, Power management profile set to not power down, 
sleep or hibernate from lack of user actions.sleep or hibernate from lack of user actions.

Internet connection stable for applications that Internet connection stable for applications that 
require internet access.require internet access.

Stable surface for laptop.Stable surface for laptop.

Certain brands will give the opportunity to Certain brands will give the opportunity to 
clear DTCs after reflash as part of after clear DTCs after reflash as part of after 
programming procedure.programming procedure.


